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Hameg function 
generator
Dear Jan — I read with great in-
terest your overview of function 
generators (March 2007, Ed.). 
I spotted an error though in the 
specs you printed for the Hameg 
HM8030-6. As the designer of 
the instrument, I should point 
out that the 8030-6 does have 
a VCF input — it is accessible 
at the rear side of the mother-
board module HM8001-2. This 
function is also described in the 
user manual. Also at the rear 
side is the output supplying the 
sawtooth used by the swept fre-
quency generator. This signal en-
sures the correct triggering dur-
ing the swept frequency measure-
ment and is particularly useful for 
bandwidth measurements.
Michael Waleczek 
(Germany)

Thanks for that Michael, you are 
right, the VCF input should have 
been included in the table. The 
two outputs are mentioned in the 

professional customers. Elektor 
will publish further MC9S08 
projects later this year.

Wrong circuit symbol
Dear Jan — may I just point out 
that in your article ‘LDO Regula-
tor’ (Design Tips, February 2007) 
you used an incorrect circuit sym-
bol for the FET. The BSS139 is a 
‘depletion-mode’ MOSFET; your 
symbol is for an enhancement-
mode device.
Dave Moffat (UK)

You are right Dave. The correct 
device symbol is printed here. 
Note the solid line between 
drain (D) and source (S) termi-
nals, indicating the self-conduct-
ing FET, which starts to work at 
UGS=0 V.

user manual. Interested read-
ers may fi nd the 8030-6 specs 
sheet and manual on the Hameg 
website at www.hameg.com.

Freescale at last
Dear Editor — I was thrilled to 
see Elektor taking the lead again 
by covering Freescale micros in 
a way suitable for beginners. I 
just wanted to let you know that I 

worked on a compact baseboard 
for the Freescale 9S08GB60. 
My ‘GB60 Board’ is compat-
ible with the open-source BDM 
you mentioned, as well as the 
SpYder BDM you sell (well done 
on the low pricing for that!). My 
homepage is at www.qdev.de for 
all interested readers to visit.
Stefan Robl (Germany)

We are pleased and not a little 
proud that our publications on 
Freescale micros and the ac-
companying low-cost SpYder kit 
have been received with great 
enthusiasm from our readers. 
Freescale, as part of a new strat-
egy to broaden their markets, 
has chosen Elektor as one of 
their vehicles to reach tens of 
thousands of electronics enthusi-
asts, lab workers and students, 
rather than a handful of high-end 

Corrections & Updates
Shortwave Capture
December 2006, p. 24-33, ref. 030417-I.

Inductors L11 and L14 have been transposed on the component 
overlay. This may be corrected by transposing the component ref-
erences in circuit diagram Figure 2. In the components list, L11 
should be marked as 1µH2.

The PCB design has a length of copper track missing at pin 19 of 
the MAX7219. The connection should be made with a piece of 
wire. Updated Gerber fi les were sent to ThePCBShop on 2 March 
2007 The corrected parts list and PCB artwork (pdf fi le) may be 
downloaded from our website.
Depending on the response of the readout to fast turning of the 
rotary encoder, and the encoder used, the value of capacitor C40 
may be changed a little.
Although on MIX1 the marking is with pin 6 instead of pin 1, 
the device can be mounted as shown because of its internal 
symmetry.
For SSB reception, the amount of frequency pull that can be ob-

tained from the CSB455 device (X3) will depend on the exact type 
and brand. The CSB455 supplied by Barend Hendriksen and used 
in our prototype gave good results. Suggested methods of obtain-
ing suffi cient pull from nondescript CSB455 devices may be found 
on our Forum.

AVR drives USB
March 2007, p. 34-38, ref. 060276-I

In the components list, IC4 should be marked ULN2803, not 
ULN2003. Also, R4 should be 1kΩ5, not 1kΩ.

Sputnik Time Machine
January 2007, p. 42-45, ref. 050018-I

In the components list, ‘R15’ should read ‘R9’. Capacitor C8 is 
listed as 4µF7 400V, but appears as 10µF/350V in the schematic. 
Either value will work as only little current is drawn from the high-
voltage supply, and even 4µF7/180V will work in this circuit.
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